7/5-7/7-UTSA Softball Youth Camp
Young girls learn all the skills necessary for the fundamentals of softball
UTSA Baseball Field
Contact: Stephanie Hughes at 458-4806 or stephanie.hughes@utsa.edu
$160-Full Day
(Ages 5-10)

7/5-7/8-UTSA Baseball Youth Summer Camp #2
Lectures and drills in the areas of throwing, hitting, fielding and base running
UTSA Baseball Field
Contact: Jason Marshall at 458-4811 or david.marshall@utsa.edu
$100-Half Day $180-Full Day
(Ages 7-14)

7/6-7/7-Volleyball All Skills Camp #1
Girls learn the rules of the game, serving, passing, blocking and defense
UTSA Convocation Center
Contact: Zheng Xiang at 458-4810 or zheng.xiang@utsa.edu
$165-Two Days
(All Ages)

7/8-7/9-UTSA Softball Youth Camp
Young girls learn all the skills necessary for the fundamentals of softball
UTSA Baseball Field
Contact: Stephanie Hughes at 458-4806 or stephanie.hughes@utsa.edu
$135-Full Day
(Ages 11-14)

7/8-7/9-Volleyball All Skills Camp #2
Girls learn the rules of the game, serving, passing, blocking and defense
UTSA Convocation Center
Contact: Zheng Xiang at 458-4810 or zheng.xiang@utsa.edu
$165-Two Days
(All Ages)

7/12-7/13-UTSA Softball High School Exposure Camp
High school softball players learn to improve their skills on the softball field
UTSA Baseball Field
Contact: Stephanie Hughes at 458-4806 or stephanie.hughes@utsa.edu
$135-Full Day
(Grades 9th-12th)

7/14/2010- UTSA Softball Pitching Camp
Girls of all ages learn how to improve their pitching skills
UTSA Baseball Field
Contact: Stephanie Hughes at 458-4806 or stephanie.hughes@utsa.edu
$75-Full Day
(All ages)

7/15-7/16- Larry Coker UTSA Football Advanced Camps
UTSA Head Football Coach provides instruction for high school football players
Alamodome
Contact: David Ross at 458-5014 or footballcamps@utsa.edu
$50-Full Day
(Grades 10th-12th)

7/19-7/22-UTSA Baseball Youth Summer Camp #3
Lectures and drills in the areas of throwing, hitting, fielding and base running
UTSA Baseball Field
Contact: Jason Marshall at 458-4811 or david.marshall@utsa.edu
$100-Half Day $180-Full Day
(Ages 7-14)

7/19/2010- UTSA Volleyball Outside Hitter Camp
Focuses on the individual training of left side/right side hitters including transition footwork, arm-swing, shot selection and back row attacking
UTSA Convocation Center
Contact: Zheng Xiang at 458-4810 or zheng.xiang@utsa.edu
$85-Full Day
(Grades 6th-12th)

7/20/2010- UTSA Volleyball Setter Camp
Focuses on the individual training and development of setting including setter footwork, hand position, set location, tempo and speed
UTSA Convocation Center
Contact: Zheng Xiang at 458-4810 or zheng.xiang@utsa.edu
$85-Full Day
(Grades 6th-12th)

7/21/10-UTSA Volleyball Middle Hitter Camp
Focuses on the individual training of middle hitters including footwork, arm-swing, transition footwork, blocking footwork and shot selection
UTSA Convocation Center
Contact: Zheng Xiang at 458-4810 or zheng.xiang@utsa.edu
$85-Full Day
(Grades 6th-12th)

7/22/10- UTSA Volleyball Defense/Libero Camp
Focuses on the individual training of back row play, primarily digging, passing, serving and all other skills necessary to become expert defenders
UTSA Convocation Center
Contact: Zheng Xiang at 458-4810 or zheng.xiang@utsa.edu
$85-Full Day
(Grades 6th-12th)

7/23-7/24- UTSA Volleyball Elite Camp
Experienced players work on individual training through advanced drills designed to emphasize demands of each position
UTSA Convocation Center
Contact: Zheng Xiang at 458-4810 or zheng.xiang@utsa.edu
$160-Two Days
(Grades 10th-12th)

7/26-7/28- UTSA Volleyball Team Camp
High school teams focus on team offense, team defense and team serve receive strategies. Participants learn tactics and techniques
UTSA Convocation Center
Contact: Zheng Xiang at 458-4810 or zheng.xiang@utsa.edu
$900-Three Days
(High School Teams)

8/9-8/11- UTSA Baseball Youth Future Stars Camp
Intense camp for skilled youth players as they receive in-depth teaching and individual instruction
UTSA Baseball Field
Contact: Jason Marshall at 458-4811 or david.marshall@utsa.edu
$250-Three Days
(Ages 9-14)

8/21/2010- UTSA Baseball High School Evaluation Camp
High School and Junior College players showcase their skills and receive specialized instruction
UTSA Baseball Field
Contact: Jason Marshall at 458-4811 or david.marshall@utsa.edu
$50-Full Day
(Grades 9th-12th)